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ABSTRACT 
A symmetric matrix C is said to be copositiue if its associated quadratic form is 
nonnegative on the positive orthant. Recently it has been shown that a quadratic form 
r’Qx is positive for all x that satisfy more general linear constraints of the form Ar>O, 
I # 0 iff Q can be decomposed as a sum Q = A’CA + S, with C strictly copositive and S 
positive definite. However, if x’Qz is merely nonnegative subject to the constraints 
Ax>O, it does not follow that Q admits such a decomposition with C copositive and S 
positive semidefinite. In this paper we give a characterization of those matrices A for 
which such a decomposition is always possible. 
1. COPOSITIVITY AND CONDITIONAL SEMIDEFINITENESS 
A real symmetric n X n matrix C is said to be cupositive if the associated 
quadratic form is nonnegative on the positive orthant of Iw”, i.e., if 
X’CXZO whenever x30. 
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This generalization of positive semidefiniteness was first discussed by T. S. 
Motzkin in [ 11, and various authors (see [2]-[6]) have given copositivity tests 
or examined general properties of copositive matrices. Note that for each n, 
the nXn copositive matrices form a closed convex cone which contains as 
proper subcones the cone of positive semidefinite (henceforth abbreviated to 
ps) matrices and the cone of all nonnegative matrices (i.e. matrices having 
nonnegative entries). Thus any matrix of the form 
C=N+S, N nomregative and S ps, 
is copositive. It is a curious circumstance, of some relevance to what follows, 
that for nG4, but not for n> 5, every n X n copositive matrix C can be 
decomposed in the form (1). This result is due to Diananda [3], with the 
counterexample in dimension 5 being supplied by E. Horn (see [3]). 
Copositivity is a special case of what we call conditional positive semidefi- 
niteness. Let A be a given mX n matrix, which, without loss of generality, 
may be supposed to have no zero rows. A symmetric n X n matrix Q is said to 
be A-conditionally positive semidefinite (abbreviated to A-cps) if 
X’QX20 whenever Ax 2 0. 
The set of all A-cps matrices is also a closed convex cone, and, as was pointed 
out by Jacobson in [6, Chapter 31, there are again two convex subcones that 
can be identified easily. The first is of course the cone of all ps matrices, while 
the second is the cone of all matrices of the form A’CA with C copositive. 
Thus every matrix Q which can be decomposed in the form 
Q=A’CAfS, C copositive, S ps (2) 
is Acps. In this paper we examine the converse question, and establish 
necessary and sufficient conditions on the given matrix A under which every 
A-cps matrix Q admits a decomposition of the form (2). 
The corresponding question for A-conditionally positive definite ( A-cpd) 
matrices, for which the defining condition is 
x’Qx>O whenever Ax 2 0, x#O, 
was answered in [7], and we state the result here for later reference and use. 
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THEOREM 1 [7]. For any matrix A, a necessary arid sufficient condition 
for a matrix Q to be A-cpd is that Q admits a decomposition of the form 
Q=A’CA+S 
with C strictly copositive’ and S positive definite. 
This general result suggests that a simple perturbation argument might 
deal with the A-cps case. For if Q is A-cps, then for any 6 > 0, Q + 61 is A-cpd, 
and hence by Theorem 1 there exist strictly copositive matrices C, and 
positive definite matrices S, such that 
Q+61=A’C8A+S,. (3) 
If we could show that the function 6 + C, has a limit point C (necessarily 
copositive, but not necessarily unique) as S JO, the existence of a decomposi- 
tion (2) would then follow. That this need not be the case, however, is shown 
by the following example. 
With the matrices 
A=( _: i) and Q=( y i), (4) 
we have x’Qx=O whenever Ax>O, so that Q is A-cps (but not A-cpd). 
However, owing to the zeros in A, the positive definite matrix S, in (3) is 
necessarily of the form 
S, =Q+SI-A’C,A= (5) 
where y(S) is the leading entry of A'C, A. It follows that 
[s-y(S)]&l>O, 
so that y( 6) 4 - 00 as S J 0. This precludes the existence of a limit point of C, 
as S JO. In fact, if we set 6=0 in (5), it becomes clear that in this case no 
matrix of the form 
S=Q-A’CA 
‘I.e., x’Cx>O whenever x>O, xfo. 
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can be ps, so that no decomposition of the form (2) exists for this example. 
By way of possible explanations, we note that the conditions Ax>0 for 
this example define a degenerate cone (i.e. one without interior points), and 
also that kerA is nontrivial, so that this cone is not pointed. However, in [7] 
another matrix pair (A, Q) is treated, having n=3 and m=5, in which the 
cone {x 1 Ax> 0) has interior points and is pointed and yet the matrix Q, 
although it is A-cps, admits no decomposition of the form (2). 
Before stating our results in the next section, we conclude this introduc- 
tion by describing a constrained optimal control problem to show that the 
property of conditional definiteness arises naturally. 
Let 
$=F(t)x+G(t)u, XEIR”, UER”, 
be a linear control system, and consider the problem of minimizing a 
quadratic cost functional 
J(ro,u(.))=St’[u(t)‘Rou(t)+r(t)‘Q(t)r(t)] dt+-(t,)‘Hx(t,) 
to 
for given initial state x(t,)=x,, subject to controller constraints of the form 
A(t)u(t)aO a.e. on [t,, tl]. 
The analogue of the classical condition of Legendre in the calculus of 
variations (see, for example, [8] or [9]) states that a necessary condition for J 
to be bounded below is that for almost all t~[t,, t,], the matrix R(t) should 
be A( t )-cps. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
The following three properties, which a given matrix A may or may not 
have, are relevant to the question of the existence of decompositions (2) for 
every A-cps matrix Q. 
(a) The column-rank property. We shall say that the matrix A has this 
property if the columns of A are independent. It is equivalent to each of the 
following conditions: rank A =n; ker A = (0); A has a left inverse; the cone 
(X E R” 1 Ax> 0} is pointed. 
(b) Sluter ‘s property. This property is well known as a constraint quali- 
fication in the mathematical programming literature, and requires that there 
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exist points x EIW” for which Ax>O. Geometrically, it is equivalent to the 
requirement that the cone {X E Iw n ] Ax > 0} should have a nonempty interior. 
(c) The closure property. We say that A has the closure property if the 
cone 
2A = ( A'CA ] C copositive} (6) 
is closed. It can be shown that it is equivalent to the property that the cone 
{C+M)Ccopositive, A’MA=O} 
is also closed. 
The example in [7], having n = 3 and m= 5 that has been mentioned 
already, shows that sometimes the closure property is not obtained even when 
both the column rank property and Slater’s condition are satisfied. Further 
interest is added to the closure property by the easily proved fact that the 
matrix cone 
(ASA]S PS} 
is closed for any matrix A. 
Our principal result is the following characterization theorem, which is 
proved in the next two sections. 
THEOREM 2. For the matrix A to be such that eueq A-cps matrix admits 
(I decomposition (2), it is necessary and sufficient that A should possess the 
closure property together with either the column-rank or Slater ‘s property. 
3. SUFFICIENCY PROOFS 
Throughout this section we suppose that A has the closure property, and 
we cousider an arbitrary A-cps matrix Q. As noted above, it follows from 
Theorem 1 that for each S>O there exist a strictly copositive matrix C, and a 
positive definite matrix S, such that 
Q+SI=A’C,A+S,. (7) 
First, suppose in addition that A has the column-rank property, so that A has 
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a left inverse B. Then (7) may be written as 
Q+sZ=A’(C, +B’S,B)A. (8) 
Clearly the matrix C, +B’S,B is also strictly copositive. Letting 6 LO in (8), it 
follows using the closure property that 
9=‘4* 
This means that Q is expressible in the form (2) with S = 0. 
On the other hand, if A has the Slater property, we can find f E R” and 
r>O such that2 
((zI( tr implies A(f+n) >O, 
and hence, for such vectors z, we have from (7) 
(~+z)‘S,(~+~)<(~+Z)‘(Q+SZ)(~+Z)~(~+Z)’Q(~+Z). 
Hence there exist S, >O and a bound K2 such that for s<S, we have 
((z(( <r implies (f+z)‘S,(f+z)fK’. 
With each positive definite matrix S, factorized in the form BiZ?,, this can be 
written as 
llz[( <r implies /Z?,(i+z)l( GK, 
whence also 
PII CT 
It follows that II B, II 
implies I/Z&z/ GlJB,(f+z)ll+ llBsfll G2K. 
remains bounded as S i 0, so that the function S + S, = 
BiB, must have a limit point S, necessarily ps, as 6 J,O. It then follows from 
(7) that the function 6 + A’C, A also has a limit point, necessarily of the form 
A’CA with C copositive by the closure property, such that (2) holds. This 
completes the sufficiency proofs. 
‘We employ Euclidean norms and the associated matrix norms. 
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4. NECESSITY PROOFS 
Throughout this section we suppose that the given matrix A is such that 
every A-cps matrix is decomposable in the form (2). With a view to showing 
that A has the closure property, let C, be a sequence of copositive matrices 
such that the sequence {A’C,A} converges to a limit Q, say. Clearly then 
Ax>0 implies r’Qx= lim,( Ar)‘C,( Ax) 30, so that Q is Acps and hence, by 
hypothesis, may be decomposed in the form (2). But then, since 
S=Q-A’CA= liFA’(C, -C)A, 
and since the set of all rr X n matrices of the form 
A’TA , T m X m symmetric 
is a linear subspace, and hence closed, it follows that S can be written in the 
form (9). Moreover, since S is ps, the matrix T may be taken to be ps. To see 
this, if T is not ps, we let fI be any projection matrix onto the range of A. The 
identity A’lI’TIIA=A’TA allows T to be replaced by II’TII. Because, for 
any yEIWm, there exists x E R n such that Il y =Ax, it follows that the 
inequality 
y’ll’Tlly=x’A’TAx=x’Sx>O 
is valid. Therefore the matrix II’Tn is ps. 
Setting S=A’TA with T ps in (2), we find that 
Q=A’(C+T)A&,. 
This shows that the cone e, is closed, as required. 
To complete the proof, we suppose that A has neither the column-rank 
property nor Slater’s property. Then there exist nonzero vectors a, b E R ” 
such that Au=0 and 
Ax30 implies b’r=O. 
Note that b’a=O. Consider the matrix 
Q=ab’+ba’, 
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which is A-cps (but not A-cpd), since 
Ax>0 implies r’Qx=2(a’r)(b’x)=O. 
However, for any matrix C, and any real X, p, we have 
which shows that Q-A’CA cannot be ps. Thus this matrix Q, although being 
A-cps, admits no decomposition of the form (2). 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In [7] each of three sets of extra conditions on A was shown to be 
sufficient for every Acps matrix to admit a decomposition (2). These condi- 
tions were 
(i) rank A=m; 
(ii) nB2 and Slater’s property holds; 
(iii) m<4 and Slater’s property holds; 
and, by Theorem 2, each of these conditions must imply the closure property. 
The authors are not aware of any more general constructive test characteriz- 
ing the closure property. Note that the bound m<4 in (iii) arises naturally 
(see [7]) from the Diananda decomposition (1) of copositive matrices. 
Finally we remark that constructive tests for conditional positive- 
semidefiniteness (definiteness) are given in [IO]; while in [II], Theorem 1 is 
extended to a Hilbert space setting with applications to focal times for 
constrained linear-quadratic control problems. 
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